
 

 

 

 

HOME LEARNING 
 
Subject:     Science Extinction: Lesson 4 
Learning Objective: Evolution of the peppered moth 
 
Last lesson we learnt about how animals best adapted to their environment will survive to reproduce. 
This is Darwin’s Theory of Evolution by Natural Selection, sometimes known as survival of the fittest. 
Some animals, like the horse, evolved over millions of years – some animals like Florida’s green lizard 
evolved more rapidly. In this lesson you will learn about another animal that changed quite quickly to 
adapt to changes in its environment. 

 
Watch the following clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVVldxxbWig 
Play the following game, you are a bird that eats peppered moths, see how changing the colour of the 
tree effects the type of moths you eat: 
https://askabiologist.asu.edu/peppered-moths-game/how-to-play.html 

 
 
 

1700  Peppered moths are a pale 

speckled colour.  They like to rest on 

the trunks of trees where they are well 

camouflaged. 

Occasionally there is a mutation in the 

colour of the peppered moth and it is 

born a darker colour.  

When this darker moth rests on a tree trunk 

it is spotted by a bird and eaten. 
1850 The industrial revolution 

has started.  Factories are 

producing huge amounts of 

pollution and the trees are 

going black. 

There are now more black 

moths than pale moths. The 

species of peppered moth has 

evolved. 

Evolution of the Peppered Moth 

Cut out the paragraphs and stick them in order onto paper.  Draw a 

picture next to each paragraph to illustrate what is happening. 

However, the mutant black moths are now 

better adapted and are camouflaged on the 

tree trunks.  They survive to breed and pass 

on their genes. 

The pale brown peppered moths are 

no longer safe resting on tree 

trunks.  They get eaten and their 

numbers decline. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVVldxxbWig
https://askabiologist.asu.edu/peppered-moths-game/how-to-play.html


Save your work: If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your 

completed work to:         llatchem@glebe.bromley.sch.uk  Thank you. 
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